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If I did not believe in what fights ...

Abstract
The following work is the result of an
experience held in the city of Barquisimeto Lara
state during 2016, which I define as an
encounter with the dignity of family members
victims of police abuse, who in the midst of the
pain have undertaken a fight for justice ,
building together and together spaces of protest
and mobilization for activation and training in
human rights. The testimonies contained in this
article were made through in-depth interviews
and exploratory conversations with five
members of the Argimiro Gabaldón front, within
the framework of the training of popular
therapists to care for victims of police abuse and
violation of rights with the Organization No
Government "Support Network for Justice and
Peace". Keywords: pain, victim, human rights
activism, police abuse.

This experience
allowed me to engage with a group of wonderful
people that I will introduce throughout this
article as relat

at the head of this family that we
are, is a mourning that seizes us; it is
not a

I was captivated by the paradoxical
-

Introduction
This article stems from an initiative carried
out by the Non-Governmental Organization
(NGO) "Support Network for Justice and Peace"
in the city of Barquisimeto, State of Lara,
Venezuela, between 2016 and 2017. The
initiative, which I joined as facilitator
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My desire to put
these experiences into words stems from the
wholehearted gratitude my contact with
suffering has brought me, by allowing me to feel
the simplicity of emotions and the weight of
earthly life. I also feel bound to the ethical duty
’
show their firm belief in justice expressed
through their daily struggles. As we moved
forward in our training process, my
conversations with some members of the
Clasista Argimiro Gabaldón front deepened.
Through the mourning stories of two fathers,
two mothers and an aunt, I began to explore
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Violence - specifically, police violence - has
been a constant in recent decades of Venezuela's
history, as is documented by Provea's1
In Venezuela, there is a large number of
cases where individuals are deprived of the right
to life by State security forces in an arbitrary or
intentional manner. On a daily basis, the media
inform of alleged delinquents dying in alleged
Andrés Antillano (2010), in a review of 52
inquiries into the Venezuelan police's
performance carried out during the last 2
decades, fou
-

In the early years of the Bolivarian process,
the dominant discourse on crime and violence
understood these to be the result of inequalities
and social injustices prevalent in conditions of
poverty. The solution was thought to lie in the
transformation of certain social structures.
However, despite the advances in redistribution
policies2 and an increased access to goods and
services, the homicide rate increased from 20 in
1996 to 57 in 2010 (Briceño-León, et al .

In order to protect citizens' safety, the state
promoted increased regulation of police forces
and of torture, among other illegal practices.
Paradoxically, inadequate actions by police
forces, including extrajudicial executions,
increased,
according
to
Cofav

Violence has become an everyday site that
speaks of daily uses and abuses, generating
high-tension
scenarios.
The
Bolivarian
government has made great advancements in the
professionalization and humanization of security
forces, such as the creation of the National
Police University U.N.E.S, and the 2006 police
reform, among others. However, these remain
insufficient in countering the effects of a
stigmatization of poverty that has taken root in
the Bolivarian government. According to
Antillano (2016), the initial discourse which
situated violence as a structural consequence of
poverty, inequality and social injustice, gave
way to a discourse that privileged moral and
individualistic explanations. This, ultimately, led
to a focus on security and the criminalization of
poverty. Subsequently, public security policies
became characterized by the ambiguous
"metaphor of the hands": one heavy hand to
attack and punish, and another to include and
contain. Thus, oscillating between strategies of
social inclusion and strategies of criminal
control, such policies ultimately

1

Venezuelan Program of Education-Action in
Human Rights (PROVEA) is an independent nongovernmental organization (NGO) dedicated to
analyzing the human rights situation
2
Authors such as Andrés Antillano (2016) highlight
the efforts of recent social policies to reduce poverty
and promote the social inclusion of traditionally
excluded sectors. Among these are: protection
policies; those targeting different social missions,
protection of wages and price control; and
redistributive policies that increase access to goods
and services. These measures are expressed as a
decrease in inequality, reflected in the Gini
coefficient, "which went from 0.498 in 1999 to 0.394
in 2010, decr
-
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It is within this context of long-standing,
systematic human rights violations by police
officers that the presence of organizations such
as the Support Network for Justice and Peace
becomes significant. This NGO, which has its
origins in the 80's, has focused on accompanying
families who have been victims of human rights
violations. Through a close accompaniment
based on legal and psychological attention, this
organization has made visible the realities of
those affected by police violence. Such realities,
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according to Villa (2013) and Beristain (2012),
reflect experiences of coping with f

The condition of victim is signified by the
social imaginary as an experience of passivity
and impotence. This often leads to the
essentialization of victims, which reinforces and
deepens their dependency and crystalizes their
identity as victims (Villa et. al, 2007, 2016).
Quite to the contrary, the Support Network for
Justice and Peace, and researchers such as
Martin Beristain (2005), Villa (et. al, 2007), and
Das (2008), highlight the tremendous capacity
and energy of victims to fight and resist, to give
new sense to their lives and demand justice.
Likewise, they view accompaniment and support
as mechanisms for the strengthening of social
bonds. Su

From a psychosocial accompaniment
approach, we will delve into the stories of five
members of the Argimiro Gabaldón front in
order to traverse the journey from the pain of
becoming a victim to the empowerment
conquered in the daily struggle for justice.
Through their stories, we reclaim the power of
groups as spaces of supportive and affective
encounters, spaces "characteri

Methodology
Through this research, I seek to understand
the trajectories and transits of a group of people
who were victims to the loss of a family member
due to police abuse. I am interested, specifically,
in how the initial pain caused by the murder
transformed into a source of accompaniment,
taking different forms, expressions, sensations,
etc. This qualitative research was developed
from exploratory group conversations and indepth interviews. In total, 4 group discussions
and 5 in-depth interviews were conducted with 5
members of the Frente Argimiro Gabaldón. This
front came into being following an unfortunate
Social Medicine (www.socialmedicine.info)

event that occurred in 2008 in the city of
Barquisimeto, where the ill-exerted power of
police authorities caused the death of Alexander
and Douglas, two young men - like many others
- full of ideals and potential. The murder moved
Ivan Perez Ortiz, their father, to initiate a
crusade for justice that opened up spaces for
hope, for mutual encounter, and for "justice",
from which emerged the Clasista Argimiro
As for the analysis process, we used the
constant comparative method. One of the basic
processes in our dynamic of data gathering and
analysis was the categorization of data after
repeated readings. We began to systematize the
data with Open Coding, reading the interviews
line by line to identify ideas and concepts, to
which we then attributed a code. These were
then grouped into 3 main categories: 1)
becoming a victim, 2) the strength of testimony
and 3) the power of the collective,

When a fatal event befalls us with
unexpected severity, we enter into a state that is
described by many as "learning to live in the
midst of pain". Becoming a victim brings new
ways of being, feeling and existing that situate
victimhood as a basic condition of life. It implies
the creation of new meanings that will,
inevitably, accompany those affected by murder
every day for the rest of th

In the midst of such pain, "the semantic and
social continent that organizes our vision of
ourselves and the world
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Sometimes, these stories are
shaped by the presence of hopelessness or
fatalism, a condition which deprives victims of
their capacity for action. This reality is

he was a high school student, he died
at the age of 16 and they gave him a

Making pain public
Testimonies are a fundamental resource in
processes linked to experiences of violence.
They allow us to situate, that is, to trace, in a
text formed by language and body, the reality as
experienced by its protagonists. In this way,
testimonies allow us to make contact with the
subjecti
’

Death and doubt function as mechanisms in
many human rights violations - products of
police abuse. First comes death, and then, doubt
- together, they have a direct social and
collective effect: the "double moral death". In
this way, the harsh news of the death of a loved
one becomes com

they believed they were free from all
guilt, because people believe the police

I did not believe in anything, in what
the government said, in what the laws said,
there was no hope, it was naturalized,
adapted, 'if it can't be done, it can't be
’

Testimonies speak to us and open us up to
the rawness of the real. They also reveal the
social contexts that operate as regimes of truth
by - according to Ana María Fernández (2007:
104) - “
producing narratives that configure people's
priority systems". These semantic frames
configure social contexts in which people
become used to violence and death.
Furthermore, there is a loss of social

vis-à-vis - the abusive p

There was always anxiety in the
community; that night officials dressed in
black arrived, they knocked down the door,
he was already sleeping, they took him out
in his underwear and they took him away.
My sister quickly went to the shooting
range, which was the headquarters of the
GOP, she found them washing the patrol
car. It was an anguish that lasted three
days, of the many things that one starts to
imagine, it could be that he is not alive,
because we are used to police doing that.

... as I became acquainted with the fear
of security forces, fear because they see you,
they blacklist you, 'this one is protesting, that
one is complaining', so be careful, do not
complain, make sure you do not appear in
the newspapers ... but I learned thanks to all
the front's members that we have
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First, we looked in the polygon, then,
mamón gorge, and afterwards, the road by
the bypass, which were strategic points
where they would

Veena Das (2008: 219), an Indian
anthropologist, has identified how testimonies
account for the senselessness of social suffering.
Furthermore, she demonstrates how, "through
complex transactions between body and
language, subjects are both able to give voice to
and show the pain that was inflicted on them
and, likewise, offer testimony of the damage
”
this author, it is possible to appreciate how the
wounds that afflict victims are also deep wounds
in the collective body. From the site of a murder
emerges a collectivity that recognizes physical
spaces as referential points inhabited by death
and impunity.
Testimonies give an account of the
complexities victims face in the process of
rebuilding their lives and reformulating
individual and family meanings. Victims must
rethink themselves on the basis of an absence
that does not go unnoticed but, rather, is
ov

allows for the circulation of language and the
irruption of testimony, an important part of the
struggle for memory. This concept has been
worked on by Elizabeth Jelin (

Fear is linked to never-ending pain,
we will always remember it; usually one is
born and then dies, but here they take your
life when i ’

Testimony, as such, operates as an act of
protest in social contexts dominated by
impunity, spaces made up of generalized
indifference. And in this context of trivialization
and naturalization of violenc

We filed the complaint and a month
later, on April 29, another event which also
involved the state police took place. It
involved the Pérez-Heredia brothers,
children of Mr. Iván Pérez, a man
recognized by the community. From this
came a great demonstration of pain and
support, and it was from that process of
mourning that we united. We got to know
each other, we went, and learned of the
importance of filing a
claim,
of
fighting. And in this way we got united as a
front, we became a family. We would get
together, all of the victims, to do activities,
in the midst our pain and unease, but with
the hope that it is possible to file claims.
And we started to talk about human rights,
about the fact that we all have a right to
life, and that this police culture cannot
continue. In this way, we started to
understand many things. And, in the midst
of pain, hope emerges, and it is possible

In our family, it was like in many new
years´ eves: we would cry because he was
not there, my sister would lock herself up;
we spent many years with his absence,
’
year,
it was so muc

In this new context, characterized by the
inhabitance of the world from within pain, it
becomes necessary to learn to exist in the midst
of weeping, of fear, of impotence, of exhaus

’

We can see, by looking at the accounts of
family members of victims of police abuse, that
their testimonies are related to three important
functions: "to name the violence suffered, to
undergo and

Memory becomes the gap that evokes the
absent body in the midst of pain and fear. This
Social Medicine (www.socialmedicine.info)
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This relationship with others operates as an
anteroom, a kind of transitional space that
allows us to begin to move from pain to
empowerment. In t

Spaces that bring us closer and allow
us to see that we are not alone, and to see
that our commitment is to fight every day
searching for justice. This unifies us and
also transforms our thinking and the way
we see ourselves. And even if tears arise
among us, we share joy as victims that we
are. This joy makes us think and gives us
much encouragement in the sense that we
are not alone: here are many faces, many
stories of victims of police violence. That
unifies us all, and it should also make our
struggle more forceful, more coherent and
lead us to a final goal, and this we have
been achieving (father, 69 years

Reality, bursting through with the
forcefulness of violence, seizes our days and
nights,

The pain was an awakening, the pain
after they killed my son, was an awakening,
because before I lived in a routine, I was in
a vacuum, in a bubble ... when this
happened I did not know where I was going
and

Without justice there is no revolution
In

From pain to empowerment
The murder of the Pérez-Heredia brothers,
in 2008, moved Iván Pérez Ortiz, their father, to
initiate a great crusade for justice that opened up
multiple paths. This movement generated spaces
for hope, for gathering and, above all, for
¨justice¨, from which

... we told ourselves: "here, no one
must be afraid", because if anyone who
violates human rights comes, we have to
face them. Being part of the front changed
my whole person, now I believe in the hope
that
there is justice, which takes
time, but eventually arrives, justice has
short legs, short hands, but is able to reach
them and catch them, the struggle is for
social justice and, therefore, we say that
without justice there is no revolution
(father, 45 years).

The front was born from the pain of a
mother and a father (Gladys and Ivan), but
a pain transformed. And from that pain
revolution is born, which means that things
no longer

Justice begins to take the shape of a

From his pain, we saw that he was the
one who would help us, that hand that in
the midst of his pain helps us to understand
that we have a pain, but we already see a
kind of transformation, a hope for justice

The example of perseverance set by Ivá

From within
this collective space of containment and
accompaniment, they joined forces to expand the
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A slogan that accompanies the struggles for
justice is: "neither forget nor forgive". "Neither
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when we say: "neither forget, nor
forgive" we are alluding to something we
“
”
remembering, and

Mr. Ivan would say assert your claim,
manifest, speak, say, and little by littl

Right now I feel a very big peace,
because before I was alone, alone with a
family, alone with friends and everything,
but I did not value, I did not see them, but
right now if have a friend, I build that
friendship, I build my family and now I feel
more accompanied, that, for me, is very
nice. even though things keep happening,
those in the front know everything that is
happening to me and I feel h

Protest is union
Pain begins to circulate through new
landscapes, now p
... it was, come, let's talk, let's hear how
it happened, it was tears in the middle of
narrating, it was crying together, fighting
together, the slogans were shouted
.

Protest as a necessary action that is born
from - and develops through - the forcefulness
of a unison of voices. Voices capable of
challenging, and of thrusting their faces and
bodies
Protest is union, it is so strong that I
went in the frontlines, that without justice
there is no revolution, it is fighting until
victory and is shouting the slogan "alert,
alert, alert,

The front as a social support that steers clear
of the figure of the specialized therapist that
cures individual malaise. The front threads
togethe
.
Yes, it is true, we do not have a
professional title, we are not doctors,
nor psychologists, our only title is
human beings (father
The front becomes a space of openness to
experiences. A provocative example of this is
Iván Peréz, who, from within the legitimacy of
his actions, invites others to feel freedom. With
respect to this openness, Martín Baró (1997: 48)
points out that: "the better the knowledge, the
more clarity gained by the subject to decide

Social Medicine (www.socialmedicine.info)

As we can see in this last account, it is
fundamental for the support group to highlight
and assert the political and historical moment in
the individual trajectory of the "person-victim"
that is marked by the rupture of

Conclusion
"Our only title is human beings", is a very
significant phrase shared by one of our subjects.
I use it to open this conclusion with the intention
of reflecting on the need to connect and resonate
with spaces of humanity, taking an ethical stance
for others and their communit
Such
experiences reveal the ways in which those "in
the midst of their pain" weave spaces and
moments of encounter and support. Here, pain
functions as a kind of threader of wills from
which emerges the social space that allows us to
"shake hands and lend our shoulders". In this
way, through our caress, we generate processes
that support and mobilize others. This is
understood by Martin Baro - Salvadoran social
psychologist - as a linguistic act encased in flesh
and modulated by movement: like words,
This caress propels us towards
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the day we remain silent about the pain we

Thus, I conclude with the strength of a
testimony that reflects the power of a collective
space in which relationships are forged through
accompaniment and support, fueling the
transition from pai
I advise from the pain, from the
mourning, as we can see in this family that
we are, that mourning that overwhelms us
all, that is not a mourning of pain, it is a
mourning of family union, before I was
pure pain, i would become all melancholic,
and right now it is a mourning of joy to see
this didn't only happen to me and that many
people have gone through it and we have to
overcome it and that there are other people
who need us so they can also see that there
is hope (father, 45 yea

This final account operates as a nonconclusive ending, since it is an agencement of
struggle and dignity that responds to the need to
go on in the midst of pain. This need is
embodied in a group of men and women that
begin to walk together, mo
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